How animals time their movements to take advantage of behaviorally meaningful intervals is not well understood, especially in the supra-second timescale. It has been proposed that the appearance of a cue signalling the beginning of an interval triggers reproducible self-sustained dynamics across ensembles of neurons (an emergent population clock) which eventually lead to the execution of a well-timed behavioral response. Thus, after interval onset, motor timing should be largely independent of the exact structure of the environment or the presence of external noise (unpredictable variability in the environment). To test this hypothesis, we used a task in which rats could obtain a reward at the front of a motorized treadmill, if they approached it after a fixed time interval following trial initiation. Most animals took advantage of the treadmill length and its moving direction to develop, by trial-and-error, a unique motor routine whose execution resulted in the precise timing of their reward approaches. Noticeably, when proficient animals occasionally failed to follow this routine, the timing of their reward approaches was systematically poor. In a second step, we trained naive animals in modified versions of the task specifically designed to prevent the development of this motor strategy. Compared to rats trained in the first protocol, these animals never reached a comparable level of timing accuracy. Our results support the idea that well-timed behaviors emerge from the ability of animals to develop motor routines adapted to the structure of their environment. They also suggest that selfsustained neuronal activity alone may not be sufficient to support motor timing, at least in the supra-second timescale.
Position tracking Figure 1: Treadmill task and trial types. a) Rats were enclosed on a motorized treadmill. The infrared beam placed at 10 cm of the reward port marked the beginning of the reward area (pink shaded area). During each trial, the belt pushed the animals away from the reward area and the first infrared beam interruption defined the reward area entrance time (ET). During trials and intertrials, the animals' position was tracked via a ceiling-mounted video camera. b) Schematic description of a rewarded correct trial. Inset: the magnitude of the delivered reward dropped linearly as ET increased (maximum reward at goal time, GT = 7 s). In early stages of training, smaller rewards were delivered for trials with ET < 7 s. However, the smallest ET value that triggered reward delivery was progressively raised during learning (see Methods). c) Schematic description of an error trial. Early ETs triggered an extra-running penalty and an audio noise. Inset: the duration of the penalty period was 10 s for the shortest ETs and fell linearly to 1 s for ETs approaching 7 s. d) Schematic description of an omission trial (no beam crossing between 1.5 and 15 s). (b-d) Note that ETs started to be detected 1.5 s after the motor start. . Circles indicate group median and error bars, the median range across animals (25th and 75th percentiles). e) Probability distribution function (PDF) of the position of the animals at the beginning of each correct (green) and error (red) trial, from sessions #20 to #30. Dashed lines represent cumulative distribution functions (right y-axis). The gray area indicates that in trained animals, 80% of correct trials began with the animal located near the front of the treadmill. f) PDF of the maximum position along the treadmill reached by animals before crossing the beam (= ET). Only trials in which animals were initially located in the front of the treadmill (gray area in panel e) were included. training ( Figure S1 ). In addition, if an animal started a trial in the frontal portion of the treadmill, 96 the probability of reaching the back of the treadmill was higher in correct trials than in error trials 97 ( Figure 2f ), confirming that correct trials were associated with the animals following the wait-and-run 98 routine and effectively reaching the back of the treadmill before running forward toward the reward 99 area. However, a significant fraction of the animals (14/54) did not develop such a strategy ( Figure 2c 100 right, Figure S2a ). Compared to these animals, those following regularly the wait-and-run routine Figure 2 ), or randomly selected from a uniform distribution between 5 and 30 cm/s (variable speed condition). b) Median ET for animals trained in the variable speed (black), and control (gray) conditions. Colored dots indicate individual performance for "variable speed" animals. Yellow line shows statistically significant differences between groups (permutation test, see Methods). c) Median trajectory of "variable speed" animals in session #30 (same colors as in panel b). d) Probability of correct (7 ≤ ET < 15 s) and precise (6 < ET < 8 s) trial, given the treadmill speed, for "variable speed" animals (session # ≥20). e) After extensive training in control condition, animals (n = 14) were tested in a probe session with variable speed. f) Median ETs (left), SD of ETs (middle) and percentage of correct trials (right) in the sessions immediately before and after the change in speed condition. Each line represents a single animal. Asterisks indicate significant differences (non-parametric paired comparison, see Methods). g) Similar to panel d, for the data collected from the probe session. trials ( Figure S2b-d ). While we cannot exclude that animals from the middle and front groups also 103 used a more subtle stereotyped motor routine not captured by tracking the average body positions 104 along the treadmill length, the above results suggest that following a front-back-front trajectory 105 through the "wait-and-run" routine is the most reliable strategy to accurately enter the reward area 106 just after 7 s.
107
It could be argued that a combination of the task parameters (length of the treadmill, its speed 108 and direction, possibility to start trials in the reward area, position of the infrared beam) and the In control condition, animals had a 1.5 s timeout period to leave the reward area after motor onset. In "no-timeout" condition, crossing the infrared beam any time before 7 s is considered as an error. b) Median ET for animals trained in the no-timeout (black), and control (gray) conditions. Colored dots indicate performance for individual "no-timeout" animals. c) Median trajectory of no-timeout animals (same colors as in panel b) in session #30. d) PDF of the no-timeout animals' positions at the beginning of each trial, from sessions #20 to #30. e) After extensive training in control condition, animals (n = 7) were tested in a no-timeout probe session, in which the beam started at the beginning of the trial, rather than 1.5 s later. f) Trajectories of a representative animal in the last "control" session (left), and the probe session (right). g) Median ETs (left), and percentage of correct trials (right) in the sessions immediately before and after the change in beam start time. Each line represents a single animal. Asterisks indicate significant differences (non-parametric paired comparison, see Methods). of animals extensively trained in this "variable speed" condition revealed that they followed a 120 front-back-front trajectory ( Figure 3c ). Accordingly, the probability of performing a correct trial, 121 given different speeds, fell rapidly from 5 to ∼15 cm/s and was lowest for the fastest treadmill 122 speeds ( Figure 3d ). Indeed, when the treadmill speed was fast, performing the wait-and-run strategy 123 resulted in error trials, as animals reached the back region of the treadmill earlier than when the 124 treadmill speed was slow. We also found that the probability of entering the reward area at the 125 GT±1 s sharply peaked for a treadmill speed (11.5 cm/s) that is suitable to perform the wait-and-run 126 motor sequence ( Figure 3d ). Finally, when rats extensively trained in the control version of the task 127 underwent a single probe session with variable speeds (Figure 3e ), all measures of performance 128 dropped significantly (Figure 3f ). Examining the probability of correct trials and accurate ETs (7 ± 1 s) 129 given the treadmill speed suggested that, animals kept performing the wait-and-run routine they 130 previously learned in the control condition (compare Figure 3g and Figure 3d ).
131
In the control condition, ∼80% of correct trials started while animals were in the reward area 132 (Figure 2e ). If rats relied on an internal clock-based algorithm to accurately time their entrance in the 133 reward area, they should adapt relatively easily to a perturbation of their initial starting position.
134
To test this prediction, we trained a group of rats in a modified version of the task that penalized 135 them when they started the trials in the front region of the treadmill. This was done by activating the 136 infrared beam as soon as the motor was turned on (in the control condition, the infrared beam was 137 inactive during a timeout period that lasted 1.5 s after treadmill onset). In this "no-timeout" condition, Figure 2f ). Conversely, after initiating a trial in the reward area, the probability 158 of visiting a deeper portion of the treadmill was much stronger in correct than error trials, reinforcing 159 the idea that accurate timing was accomplished by exploiting the most salient physical features of 160 the environment (Figure 5c ). Accordingly, the 3 rats that followed the front-back-front trajectory 161 were less variable than those that passively stayed still before running toward the reward area from 162 the middle of the treadmill (Figure 5e , same color code as in panel b). In addition, among animals 163 trained in the short goal time condition, we found that the magnitude of the backward displacement 164 on the treadmill was negatively correlated with ET variability (r = −0.49, p = 2.7 × 10 −3 , Pearson's 165 correlation). In the short GT condition, animals became proficient more rapidly than in the control 166 condition (compare Figure 5a with Figure 2c ). Could the increased ET variance when the GT is 3.5 s 167 be explained by the fact that the task is easier in this condition and that animals do not need to be 168 very precise? To test this possibility, we increased the penalty for early ETs and decreased reward 169 size for late ETs. In this "sharp reward" condition, the performance of the animals trained in the 170 short GT was even more variable (Figure 5d-e ). This result confirms that under short GT condition 171 animals can not accurately time their entrance in the reward area. Finally, another group of animals 172 was trained with GT set to 3.5 s and treadmill speed at 20 cm/s (i.e., twice as fast, such as following 173 the front-back-front trajectory through the wait-and-run motor sequence would lead to ETs close 174 to the GT, Figure 5f ). These animals displayed reduced ET variability compared to animals trained 175 at 10 cm/s, and after treadmill onset they stayed immobile until reaching the end of the treadmill, similar to animals trained in the control condition (Figure 5g ,h).
The above results suggest that, in a task requiring animal to produce a motor response according to a fixed temporal constraint, the possibility to perform a stereotypical motor sequence adapted to Highlighted areas indicate the reward window. e) Coefficient of variation (CV) for short GT and control experiments with normal (first two boxes), and sharp (last two boxes) reward profiles. Data collected and averaged once performance plateaued (after session #15 for short GT, between session #20 to #30 for control, and last 5 sessions for the sharp condition experiments). Short GT vs. Control: p < 0.0001 (permutation test, see Methods); Sharp short GT vs. Sharp control: p < 0.0001 (permutation test); Short GT vs. Sharp short GT: Non significant (non-parametric paired comparison); Control vs. Sharp control: p = 0.79 (permutation test). f) Similar to panel a, for another group of animals that were trained to wait for 3.5 s while the speed of the treadmill was 20 cm/s. in respecting the GT, compared to animals trained in the control condition (Figure 6a (Figure 6c ). We also noticed that correct trials preferentially occurred when animals 186 crossed the treadmill from the rear wall to the reward area (Video 3, Figure 6a,d,e ). Accordingly, (Figure 7a-c) . Thus, animals that previously learned to wait in one version of the task did not learn 194 faster than naïve animals when challenged in a second version of the task with distinct movement 195 requirement but identical GT, demonstrating again that task proficiency relied primarily on the 196 acquisition of a motor sequence rather than an internal knowledge of time. 198 In this study, we used a treadmill-based behavioral assay in which rats, once a trial started, where 199 required to wait for 7 s before approaching a reward location. Objectively, animals may accurately 200 time their approaches using either one of the following two mechanisms. First, they may rely on a 201 purely internal mechanism (self-sustained neuronal dynamics read by their motor system). In that 202 case, behavioral accuracy should be largely independent of variations in external factors (e.g., the routine in the confined space of the treadmill, routine whose execution duration amounted to the 246 time they needed to wait. This conclusion was also supported by the fact that animals were less 247 accurate in timing their entrance in the reward area when the goal time was set to 3.5 s, compared to 248 the control goal time (7 s). Indeed, in this short goal time condition, the wait-and-run strategy is not 249 optimal, as animals would enter the reward area too late. Thus, the decreased timing accuracy might 250 be explained by the difficulty to "self-estimate" when to start running forward without the help of a 251 salient sensory cue (such as touching the back wall). In support of this idea, in 67% of the error trials, 252 the rats started running forward before reaching even the middle of the treadmill. In addition, a 253 few animals trained in the short goal time condition developed a new stereotyped motor sequence 254 (running to the rear, and back to the front). Interestingly, their entrance times were less variable than 255 animals that remained immobile after trial onset and tried to estimate when to run forward in the 256 middle portion of the treadmill.
197

Discussion
257
It could also be argued that rats never understood our task as a time estimation challenge and 258 this is why they tried to solve it using a motor strategy. While we agree that animals solved the task 259 as a motor learning problem, we believe this type of consideration is irrelevant because our study 260 aimed at testing an objective non-trivial question based on the popular view that animals can use 261 an internal representation of time to adapt their behavior to fixed temporal constraints. This logic 262 was confirmed using a simple simulation of the task in the reinforcement-learning theory framework 263 ( Figure S3 ) and thus, our main experimental result was not predictable before doing the experiments.
264
In addition, to the best of our knowledge, models of timing that emphasize the importance internal 265 processes do not require animals to be explicitly aware of time [7, 13] . Finally, there will always be 266 a limit to the inferences that an experimenter can make regarding the mental state of a behaving 267 animal or its internal model of a task. Even in choice tasks explicitly designed to require rats to 268 estimate the duration of sensory cues, it is unclear if they do so (whatever this might mean for them) 269 and video quantification supported the hypothesis that the animals' performance in this type of task 270 was also dependent on an overt timing strategy (see below).
271
A more practical limitation of our work is whether its conclusion is relevant beyond the specifics 272 of our experimental protocols (a supra-second long motor timing task in which the rewarding action 273 is a full-body movement in space). Interestingly, in a study in which rats had to perform two lever 274 presses interleaved by 700 ms, each animal slowly developed an idiosyncratic motor sequence (e.g., 1# 275 first press on the lever with the left paw; 2# touching the wall above the lever with the right paw; 3# 276 second press on the lever with the left paw), lasting precisely 700 ms [23] . The large inter-individual 277 variability reported in this study may arise from multiple possibilities of simple action sequences that 278 can be squeezed in such a short time interval, taking advantage of the proximity of the front wall 279 and lever. Nevertheless, this study provides an additional example in which virtually all animals 280 developed a motor strategy, even if, compared to our task, the time interval was much shorter 281 (< 1 s) and the terminal operant response was distinct (a single lever press). More remarkably, in 282 one of the rare studies that continuously recorded and quantified the full body dynamics of rats 283 performing a sensory duration categorization choice task, it was reported that animals developed 284 highly stereotyped motor sequences during presentation of the sensory cues and that perceptual 285 report of the animals could be predicted by these motor sequences [22] . This result is reminiscent of 286 an earlier study showing that the prediction of rats' temporal judgement (a 6 s long versus a 12 s 287 long luminous signal) was always better if based on the collateral behavior performed by the animal at the end of the signal than if based on time [25]). Thus, in such temporal discrimination tasks, a 289 stereotyped sequences of movements (collateral behavior) might serve as an external clock and the 290 choice of the animals might be primarily determined by what the animal is doing when a sensory 291 cue disappears rather than by an internal estimation of the duration of that cue. Altogether, these 292 studies support the idea that animals resort to motor strategies to adapt to temporal constraints in a 293 wide range of timing tasks. The novelty of our work is, first, to demonstrate that even in conditions 294 that discourage the use of such motor strategies rats do not seem able to rely on a purely internal 295 timing mechanism and, second, that a critical determinant of temporal accuracy is the possibility to 296 develop motor routines that can be guided by interactions with salient features of the environment.
297
It has been previously proposed that timing could be mediated through motor routines whose 298 precise execution is internally controlled [18] [19] [20] [21] . Thus, it could be argued that accurate timing 299 in our task was ultimately driven by internal neuronal dynamics. We don't dispute the fact that 300 neuronal activity is required for proficient performance in our task. Actually, we have previously 301 reported that striatal inactivation decreased timing accuracy in a slightly modified version of this here we report that timing accuracy was reduced when the task parameters prevented the animals 307 from taking advantage of the physical structure of the treadmill to learn the motor routine. Thus, 308 in our task, something more than an internal process (be it a dedicated clock or the self-sustained 309 population dynamics emerging from recurrently connected circuits) was required for accurate timing: 310 the reciprocal and repetitive interactions between the nervous system and the body (sensors and 311 actuators) on the one hand, and the surrounding environment on the other hand. Our results are 312 compatible with the idea that timing emerges from the dynamics of neural circuits [11, 12] , as long as 313 these dynamics are not entirely internally generated but also reflect feedback from the environment.
314
For instance, we would assume that the timing deficits induced by striatal inactivation [24] might 315 be explained by the role of this brain region in accumulating sensory information before taking a 316 decision [29, 30] .
317
That timing could be primarily embodied and situated might seem counterintuitive with our state-action value function Q(s, a) can be defined as follows:
(1)
where G t = ∑ T−t i=0 γ i · r t+1+i is the discounted sum of expected future rewards, and γ is the discount 522 factor (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1). Equation 1 implies that each value Q(s, a) is a measure of the future reward that 523 the agent expects to receive after performing action a when its current state is s.
524
Following the Q-learning algorithm, after each time step t, the Q(s t , a t ) will change according to:
where the parameter α represents the learning rate.
525
These state-action values are then used to determine the policy π: a mapping from states to actions (i.e., the way agents acted in any possible state). In our model, the policy was stochastic and depended on the Q-values via a softmax distribution:
where the parameter β governs the exploitation/exploration trade-off (when β → 0, the policy 526 becomes more and more random).
527
Updates in Equation 2 can be proved to converge to the optimal Q-value for each pair {s, a} [49] .
528
Optimal value means the value (in terms of rewards) that action a assumes in state s, when the policy 529 of agent across all the sequence of states and actions is such to maximize future rewards. Therefore 530 selecting actions with a probability that increases with the Q-values allows learning of the optimal 531 behavior. 532 We used the formalism described above to simulate n = 15 agents of the first type and n = 15 533 of the second type. Each agent differed in the exploitation/exploration parameter (see below) and 534 performed the task for 30 sessions of 100 trials each. The exploitation/exploration parameter started 535 with an initial value β 0 , and was increased after each session of training by an amount ∆β (i.e., Figure S3 : Performance comparison between artificial agents with or without time knowledge. a) Schematic representation of the state-action space and transitions used to model the treadmill task for agents that did not use time information. Space and time were discretized. The same physical location corresponded to 2 different internal states before and after reaching the rear wall. At each time step, agents could choose one of the three following actions: staying still (red arrow, action a = 0); moving at the treadmill speed v T (blue arrow, a = 1); or moving at twice v T (green arrow, a = 2, see Methods for details). b) Average learning profile for several agents with different learning parameters (see Methods). Median entrance time (ET) for the first 30 sessions. Error bars show ET range (25th and 75th percentiles). The dashed magenta line shows the goal time (7 time steps). The right y-axis shows standard deviation (SD) of ET. c) Trajectories of three sessions at different stages of learning. Each session contained 100 trials. For each session, the space-time occupancy matrix was normalized to its maximum value, for correct (green), error (red), and omission (gray) trials. Across training sessions, the artificial agents (simulated rats) waited longer and longer and reduced their entrance time variability by performing the front-back-front trajectory. The same strategy was developed by agents endowed with different learning parameters and exploration/exploitation rates ( Figure S4 ). After learning, the agents performed the front-back-front routine independently of their initial positions. Thus, they arrived in the reward area too early when their initial position was near the middle of the treadmill, in a striking similarity with the behavior of well-trained rats. d) Same as in panel a, but agents have now access to the time elapsed since trial onset. e-f) Same as panels b-c, respectively, but for agents following the model sketched in panel d. Agents with temporal knowledge also learned progressively to enter in the reward area at the right time and reduced their variability. However, after learning, they did not perform the front-back-front trajectory. Rather, they mainly stayed behind the infrared beam and were capable of respecting the GT independently of their initial position. g) Trajectories after training for 8 different agents that accessed time information. The different agents developed idiosyncratic position trajectories (even if they remained close to the reward area during most of the trial duration), due to stochastic variations in their learning dynamics. 
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